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Background: The evidence base supporting minimally invasive sacroiliac (SI) joint fusion
(SIJF) surgery is increasing. The work relative value units (RVUs) associated with minimally
invasive SIJF are seemingly low. To date, only one published study describes the relative work
intensity associated with minimally invasive SIJF. No study has compared work intensity vs
other commonly performed spine surgery procedures.
Methods: Charts of 192 patients at five sites who underwent either minimally invasive SIJF
(American Medical Association [AMA] CPT® code 27279) or lumbar microdiscectomy
(AMA CPT® code 63030) were reviewed. Abstracted were preoperative times associated with
diagnosis and patient care, intraoperative parameters including operating room (OR) in/out
times and procedure start/stop times, and postoperative care requirements. Additionally, using
a visual analog scale, surgeons estimated the intensity of intraoperative care, including mental,
temporal, and physical demands and effort and frustration. Work was defined as operative time
multiplied by task intensity.
Results: Patients who underwent minimally invasive SIJF were more likely female. Mean procedure times were lower in SIJF by about 27.8 minutes (P<0.0001) and mean total OR times were
lower by 27.9 minutes (P<0.0001), but there was substantial overlap across procedures. Mean
preservice and post-service total labor times were longer in minimally invasive SIJF (preservice
times longer by 63.5 minutes [P<0.0001] and post-service labor times longer by 20.2 minutes
[P<0.0001]). The number of postoperative visits was higher in minimally invasive SIJF. Mean
total service time (preoperative + OR time + postoperative) was higher in the minimally invasive
SIJF group (261.5 vs 211.9 minutes, P<0.0001). Intraoperative intensity levels were higher for
mental, physical, effort, and frustration domains (P<0.0001 each). After taking into account
intensity, intraoperative workloads showed substantial overlap.
Conclusion: Compared to a commonly performed lumbar spine surgical procedure, lumbar
microdiscectomy, that currently has a higher work RVU, preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative workload for minimally invasive SIJF is higher. The work RVU for minimally invasive
SIJF should be adjusted upward as the relative amount of work is comparable.
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Low back pain is one of the most common health conditions accounting for loss of health
quality globally.1 The incidence of lumbar spine surgeries has risen remarkably in the
past two decades,2 but success rates after such surgeries continue to be modest at best.
Although the sacroiliac (SI) joint has been recognized as a pain generator since
the 1800s, and despite the fact that the first SI joint fusion (SIJF) was performed in
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the early 1900s3 prior to the first lumbar discectomy (1934),4
the SI joint remains a relatively unrecognized source of pain.
Several cross-sectional studies have shown that the SI joint
may cause 15%–30% of all chronic lower back pain.5–8 The
SIJ is even more commonly (up to 40%9,10) suspected as a
source of low back pain in patients with prior lumbar fusion,
either because fixation of the lumbar spine increases forces on
the adjacent SI joint or because the SI joint was not initially
diagnosed as the pain generator.
Currently available nonsurgical treatment options for SIJ
dysfunction include physical therapy,11 prolotherapy, SI belt,
SIJ steroid injections,12,13 and radiofrequency ablation of the
lateral branches of the sacral nerve roots.14,15 No high-quality
evidence is available to support the long-term effectiveness
of these treatments. Open SIJF, though the subject of several
retrospective case series,16–22 is now no longer commonly
performed for chronic pain and minimally invasive methods
are preferred.23 Of the several devices currently available for
minimally invasive SIJF, clinical evidence is only available for
triangular titanium implants placed during a lateral, transiliac,
transarticular approach. Clinical evidence includes a prospective multicenter randomized trial,24 a prospective multicenter
single-arm study,25 several single-center case series,26–32 a
combined multicenter analysis,33 and a systematic review.34
Published data, especially the randomized trial, show that
minimally invasive SIJF provides superior pain, disability,
and quality of life outcomes compared to non-surgical management in appropriately selected patients.
The relative value unit (RVU) scale is a payment mechanism developed by Harvard physicians in the late 1980s35
that the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services uses
to determine US physician reimbursement based on relative
work values. Since 1991, RVUs have been developed by the
American Medical Association-based Relative Value Scale
Update Committee (RUC) in a proprietary and often criticized process.36,37 There are three components that impact
the overall value of an RVU: 1) the physician’s individual
workload for the health care service, 2) the physician’s outlays
for non-time-based practice resources (eg, office space and
staff and supplies), and 3) professional liability insurance.
Regarding service workload, RVUs are based on preoperative,
intraoperative, and postoperative time considerations and a
poorly defined “work intensity”.38
Recently, the AMA CPT® Editorial Panel determined
that the existing code for open SIJF was not applicable to
minimally invasive SIJF and it subsequently assigned a
temporary Category III tracking (T) code until adequate
data regarding safety and effectiveness of minimally invasive
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SIJF were published. The common consequence of a T code
is near-universal denial of coverage for the procedure by
both Medicare and private insurance companies. Based on
increasing published clinical literature supporting safety and
effectiveness of minimally invasive SIJF, the AMA CPT®
Editorial Panel created a Category I code (CPT® 27279),
effective from January 1, 2015. The new Category I code
was then sent to the RUC for valuation. Using a crosswalk
methodology, the RUC recommended a work RVU of 9.03,
equivalent to that of percutaneous endoscopic discectomy
(CPT® 62287), a procedure that most spine surgeons do not
perform. Like most surgical procedures, SIJF involves blunt
dissection at the start and layered skin closure at the end.
Moreover, the procedure involves placement of typically three
permanent implants. A typical percutaneous pain management procedure lacks these steps. Additionally, a significant
percentage of surgeons utilize neurological monitoring for
minimally invasive SIJF to minimize the potential for irritating either L5 or S1 nerve roots by the fusion implants.
The neuromonitoring setup is frequently performed by the
surgeon in the operating room (OR) and, in the vast majority
of the cases, is non-reimbursable by the insurance companies. These factors distinguish minimally SIJF from lumbar
microdiscectomy (LMD).
Garber et al39 examined the work effort involved in minimally invasive SIJF and assessed this work effort against the
comparator of LMD (CPT® code 63030; valued at 13.18 work
RVUs), a procedure commonly performed by spine surgeons.
They found the work RVU for CPT® 27279 to be insufficient39
and not reflective of the degree of work involved due to the
average intraoperative time (119 minutes for LMD compared
to 112 minutes for SIJF) and postoperative time (patients who
underwent minimally invasive SIJF were kept overnight in the
hospital while LMD patients were typically sent home).39 The
authors’ findings suggest that at a minimum, the physician
work for minimally invasive SIJF should be at least the same
as LMD (13.18 RVUs) and most likely greater than LMD.
In this study, we extend the findings of this study by collecting and comparing pre- and postoperative service times
and intraoperative times and work intensity for the same
two procedures.

Methods
This study focuses on two of the three procedures listed in
Table 1. Minimally invasive SIJF is associated with a current
work RVU of 9.03, the same value as of automated percutaneous and endoscopic discectomy (a procedure surgeons
typically do not perform). Following the methods of Garber
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Table 1 Spine surgical procedures and associated coding and
current RVU

Table 2 NASA TLX rating system

Procedures

CPT code 2016 work RVUs*

Mental demand

Posterior lumbar microdiscectomy
Percutaneous discectomy
Minimally invasive sacroiliac joint
fusion

63030
62287
27279

13.18
9.03
9.03

Notes: *Data from https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/
PhysicianFeeSched/PFS-Federal-Regulation-Notices-Items/CMS-1631-FC.html.54
Abbreviations: CPT, current procedural technology; RVU, relative value unit.

et al,39 our study focused on patients who underwent either
minimally invasive SIJF or a commonly performed surgical
procedure of similar OR duration, namely posterior lumbar laminotomy/LMD. Minimally invasive SIJF is used to
address chronic pain associated with SI joint degeneration
or disruption. LMD is used in patients with pain associated
with a herniated nucleus pulposus (disc).
Physician participants identified the most recent patients
who underwent minimally invasive SIJF or LMD (with a goal
of 20 patients for each procedure for each physician) using
clinic records or surgical facility databases. Abstracted from
the chart were basic demographics and characteristics of the
surgical procedure. In addition, OR “in” and “out” times were
collected, as well as procedure start/stop “skin-to-skin” times.
At one side, anesthesia start/stop times were used in place
of OR in/out times. Preoperative labor was retrospectively
assessed through chart review, taking into account minutes
required for physical exam, educational and treatment option
discussions with the patient, surgical consent, interpretation
of diagnostic tests, completion of forms to order diagnostic tests, non-surgical treatments, such as injections and/
or physical therapy and surgery, and additional time spent
on the phone or writing letters. Postoperative service was
calculated during the 90-day global period by summing the
number of visits coded using either generic visit CPT codes
or postoperative codes and adding time spent on the phone,
or ordering and interpreting postoperative treatments/tests.
Postsurgical complications were also assessed.
Next, work intensity was measured using selected questions from the NASA task load index (TLX),40 a measurement
tool based on visual analog scale ratings that has been used
in multiple studies of health care task intensity. The six TLX
rating domains used are shown in Table 2. Each task was
rated by the surgeon using a visual analog scale. Workload
was defined as operative time multiplied by task intensity.
Skin-to-skin time and OR in–out time were compared
using a mixed effects model with physician as a random
effect and surgery type, age, sex, and body mass index
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Components

Questions

How mentally demanding was
the task?
Physical demand How physically demanding was
the task?
Temporal demand How hurried or rushed was the
pace of the task?
Performance
How successful were you in
accomplishing what you were
asked to do?
Effort
How hard did you have to
work to accomplish your level
of performance?
Frustration
How insecure, discouraged,
irritated, stressed, and annoyed
were you?

Rating scale
Very low–very high
Very low–very high
Very low–very high
Perfect–failure

Very low–very high

Very low–very high

Abbreviation: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration; TLX, task
load index.

(BMI) as fixed effects. Nominal variables were compared
using chi-squared tests. Ordinal variables (eg, length of stay)
were compared using proportional odds logistic regression.
The number of postoperative visits was compared using
proportional odds logistic regression. The goal of analysis
was to compare total service times, intraoperative times,
workload, and postoperative visits across the two treatments
(minimally invasive SIJF and LMD). All statistical analyses
were performed using R.41
The study was approved by a central Schulman IRB,
with patient consent waived as the study involved no patient
contact and no protected health information was collected.

Results
Five surgeons participated in the study. Study patients
included 96 patients who underwent minimally invasive SIJF
and 96 patients who underwent LMD. Compared to LMD,
patients who underwent SIJF were more likely women (65.6%
vs 39.6%, P=0.0005; Table 3). (SI joint dysfunction is known
to have a female predominance.) The proportion who were
smokers was similar (P=0.0915). Mean age was slightly
higher in the SIJF group (by about 5.78 years, P=0.0044)
and BMI was similar.
Preoperative service times were higher in the minimally
invasive SIJF group (mean 116.6 vs 58.5 minutes; Figure 1,
top left). The adjusted mean difference was 63.5 minutes
(P<0.0001). Mean skin-to-skin procedure times were lower
for minimally invasive SIJF compared to LMD (49.9 minutes
vs 77.5 minutes; Figure 1, top right). Controlling for physician, age, sex, and BMI, the difference in mean times was 27.8
minutes (95% confidence interval [CI] 22–33.5, P<0.0001).
Mean OR in/out times were also lower for minimally invasive
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Figure 1 Preoperative care time (top left), intraoperative skin-to-skin and OR times (top right), postoperative care time (bottom left), and total care time (bottom right).
Notes: Dots show individual values and triangles show mean values. Standard box-plot parameters are shown (bar = median, box limits = interquartile ranges). All
distributions are significantly higher for SIJF vs LMD (P<0.0001).
Abbreviations: OR, operating room; SIJF, sacroiliac joint fusion; LMD, lumbar microdiscectomy; postop, postoperative.

Table 3 Baseline characteristics of study patients

Age, mean (range)
Female, N (%)
BMI, mean (range)
Smoker, N (%)

SIJF
(n=96)

LMD
(n=96)

P-value

56.6 (31–83)
63 (65.6)
29.9 (18–49)
15 (15.6)

50.9 (19–88)
38 (39.6)
30.0 (16–51)
26 (27.1)

0.0044
0.0005
0.8794
0.0915

Abbreviations: SIJF, sacroiliac joint fusion; LMD, lumbar microdiscectomy; BMI,
body mass index.

SIJF (95.3 vs 122.4 minutes; Figure 1, top right). Controlling
for BMI, the difference in mean OR times was 27.9 minutes
(95% CI 21.5–34.3, P<0.0001). There was substantial overlap
in operative time distributions, and the difference in skin and
OR times varied substantially from one site to the next. Mean
370
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hospital length of stay was higher for minimally invasive
SIJF compared to LMD (0.6 vs 0.2 days, P<0.0001). The
proportion of patients with procedure-related adverse events
was 7.3% for minimally invasive SIJF and 7.3% for LMD.
Postoperative service times were higher in the minimally
invasive SIJF group (49.5 vs 31.0 minutes, P<0.0001; Figure
1, bottom left). The number of postoperative visits within
the 90-day global period was higher in minimally invasive
SIJF (mean 2.5 vs 2.1, proportional odds logistic regression,
P=0.0113). Total care time, defined as preoperative labor +
OR time + postoperative labor, was, on average, higher in
the minimally invasive SIJF group compared to the LMD
group (mean 261.5 vs 211.9 minutes; Figure 1, bottom right),
representing a 23% increase (P<0.0001).
ClinicoEconomics and Outcomes Research 2016:8
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TLX intensity ratings were higher in the minimally
invasive SIJF group for the mental, physical, effort and
frustration domains (all P<0.0001), higher for the temporal
domain (P=0.0051), but similar for the performance subdomain (P=0.7214). Workload, defined as OR time × intensity,
was higher in the SIJF group for the frustration domain
(P=0.0014), and similar for mental (P=0.8063), performance
(P=0.2361), and effort domains (P=0.9173), but somewhat
lower for physical (P=0.0518) and temporal (P=0.0034)
domains (Figure 3). For workload measurements, both substantial overlap in distributions and variations in directionality across physicians for some domains were found.

Discussion
SIJF is a relatively new procedure with an increasing highquality evidence base. Most published studies have reported
outcomes after use of triangular titanium implants. The
current evidence base includes a landmark multicenter
randomized controlled trial (INSITE, n=148), 24 which
showed marked superiority of minimally invasive surgery
vs non-surgical management, a second similar trial (iMIA,42
NCT01741025) conducted in Europe and showing consonant
results, a prospective two-year study in the US,43 singlecenter case series,27–29,33,44,45 multicenter case series,46 and
comparative studies vs open fusion.33,47,48 The procedure
has demonstrated reasonable cost-effectiveness,49 and a cost
model suggests that failure to consider the SI joint during
workup of patients with chronic low back pain considering
surgery may waste, on average, $3,000 per patient over 2
years.50
Along with the rapidly growing evidence base, CPT®
codes for the procedure have evolved over the past few
years. The current work RVU for minimally invasive SIJF
appeared low to study authors, motivating a comparison of
intraoperative work intensity and pre- and postoperative
labor times of this procedure vs LMD, a commonly performed spine surgery procedure with higher work RVUs.
Given that the philosophy of developing work RVUs is to
take into account both service time and work intensity,35 we
believed that a careful analysis comparing the procedures
would show that the current work RVU for minimally invasive SIJF was inadequate.
It was our prior hypothesis that pre- and postoperative
service times would be higher for minimally invasive SIJF.
Preoperative labor times were approximately 1 hour more
for minimally invasive SIJF. This difference is probably
explained by the complexity of workup for SI joint dysfunction compared to lumbar disc herniation. Workup for
SI joint dysfunction involves performing specific physical
ClinicoEconomics and Outcomes Research 2016:8
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e xamination maneuvers that are thought to be predictive
of a positive SI joint block,51 a confirmatory diagnostic
test (anesthetic SI joint block), the time of which was not
included in this analysis, and a careful consideration of
cross-sectional imaging, which is used primarily to rule out
other conditions. This is done in addition to the conventional
physical examination for both the lumbar spine and the hip
joints. Had we included time required for SI joint block
(often performed by a separate physician, typically a pain
specialist or anesthesiologist), physician preservice times
between the two procedures would have shown even larger
differences. Substantial time was required for patient education, preoperative counseling, and other preoperative activities. In contrast, lumbar disc herniation is easily identified
on physical examination and magnetic resonance imaging,
and preoperative education requires less time. Taking into
account the range of preoperative service times for a wide
variety of procedures reported by Dunn et al,52 differences of
1 hour are very high. Postoperatively, service times were also
higher for minimally invasive SIJF. This is not surprising in
that minimally invasive SIJF involves placement of multiple
permanent implants and LMD involves only resection of disc
tissue compressing the nerve. Similarly, length of hospital
stay was substantially longer in the minimally invasive SIJF
group. When summed, total care time, defined as preoperative + intraoperative + postoperative time, was higher in the
minimally invasive SIJF group by 50 minutes, or 23%.
For intraoperative measures, we found substantial overlap
in intraoperative skin-to-skin times and OR in–out times
between the two procedures. Mean skin-to-skin times were
about 27.8 minutes lower for minimally invasive SIJF and
total OR times were lower by a similar duration (27.9 minutes). Skin-to-skin and OR times and time differences varied
according to physician. The surgeons in our study are highly
skilled in the SIJF procedure, having performed from >80 to
>210 cases in the past 5 years. A less-experienced surgeon
would likely take longer to perform SIJF and the differences
in skin-to-skin and OR times could be smaller.
The RVU approach clearly indicates that workload
should take into account both time and intensity. Intensity
measures were higher for SIJF in the following domains:
mental demand, physical demand, temporal pace, effort, and
frustration. The higher intensity measures in SIJF resulted in
smaller differences in workloads across procedures, which
offset somewhat lower OR times (Figure 3). There was substantial overlap in workload distributions for most measures.
Taken together, our findings (increased pre-, post- and total
service time and increased intraoperative intensity) suggest
that the current work RVU for minimally invasive SIJF is
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Figure 2 Intraoperative intensity by surgery type and subdomain.
Note: y-Axis is scaled as 0 = “very low” to 100 = “very high” for all domains except performance, which extends from 0 = “perfect” to 100 = “failure.”
Abbreviations: SIJF, sacroiliac joint fusion; LMD, lumbar microdiscectomy.
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Figure 3 Workload by surgery type and subdomain.
Notes: Workload defined as TLX-rated intensity multiplied by OR time. P-values from mixed regression.
Abbreviations: OR, operating room; TLX, task load index; SIJF, sacroiliac joint fusion; LMD, lumbar microdiscectomy.
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underestimated and should be made at least commensurate
with that of LMD.
The RVU approach aims to produce equitable reimbursement rates between procedure-based services and evaluation
and management services.35 Inequitable fees could influence
clinical decision-making by overvaluing some services and
undervaluing others. The RVU approach incorporates three
factors: total work input, an index of relative specialty practice costs, and the amortized value for the opportunity cost
of specialized training. For the purposes of our analysis,
the last two are not relevant as both procedures studied are
performed by the same physician specialty type.
When the RVU approach was developed in the late 1980s,
data for intraoperative service times were available, but no
data were available to assess either intraoperative workload or
pre- or postoperative service times. The RVU creators noted
that due to the wide spectrum of procedures performed across
all specialties, analyses focused on each procedure would be
cost-prohibitive. Instead, physicians across a wide variety of
specialties were asked to subjectively estimate workloads and
data were obtained using nationwide surveys only. While the
RVU process was historically private, it has now become
more public, though methods to assess actual workload are
still opaque. In contrast, our approach to estimating workload
was substantially different, based on objective intraoperative data collected through the review of individual patient
records by surgeons who actually performed the procedures.
Moreover, our analysis took into account work intensity, as
estimated based on surgeon assessments of individual cases
using a standardized method (NASA TLX). For most measures, perceived work intensity was higher for SIJF vs LMD.
Our analysis has some limitations. Pre- and postoperative
service times are not routinely collected. To address this, we
estimated times through individual chart review. Similarly,
intraoperative intensity is not captured routinely, and methods
to measure intensity are varied and not universally accepted.
We used an instrument often used to estimate task intensity
(NASA-TLX) and calculated overall workload as time ×
intensity. This method has obvious advantages compared
to the original RVU publication,53 which used survey data
only. An additional limitation is the use of only five operative sites. However, the sites were disparate geographically.
Moreover, our study involved surgeons of both orthopedic
and neurosurgical background, increasing generalizability.

Conclusion
In summary, the RVU approach specifically aims to estimate overall workload by incorporating time and intensity
of services delivered both during a procedure and in the
374
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pre- and postoperative time periods.35 A careful analysis of
patients at five surgeon practices showed that preoperative,
postoperative, and total labor times were higher for patients
who underwent minimally invasive SIJF compared to LMD.
Intensity measures were higher in most domains for SIJF,
which offset somewhat lower procedure times. The RVU for
minimally invasive SIJF should be adjusted upward.
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